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Preface

The purpose of this work is to present the authentic teachings of Islam. We do not present any specific version or a unique interpretation of Islam. We present Islam as it is, without sugarcoating, and we allow it to stand on its own merits. There is only one Islam and only one example of how it is to be lived - that of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ).¹ Our intention is to provide a basic overview of the main tenets of Islam as given in the Qur'an and as exemplified by the Prophet (ﷺ). We also intend to address some of the commonly asked questions about Islam.

Despite the fact that over one-fifth of the world’s population is Muslim, Islam is often misunderstood and misrepresented in contemporary Western societies. It is hoped that this work will help shed light on Islam as it was divinely communicated to Muhammad (ﷺ) and dispel any commonly held misconceptions that perpetuate prejudice and hatred. We write this booklet in the hope that people of all faiths will join us in making this a world of tolerance, kindness, understanding, and peace.

¹ The symbol (ﷺ) means ‘Peace and Blessings be upon him (or them)’. It is an Islamic tradition to offer blessings of peace to all the Prophets and Messengers of God. To respect God’s representatives is to respect God.
What is Islam?

The Arabic word Islam literally means ‘surrender’ or ‘submission.’ Islam, as a faith, means total and sincere surrender to God so that one can live in peace and tranquility. Peace (Salam in Arabic, Shalom in Hebrew) is achieved through active obedience to the revealed commandments of God, for God is The Just, The Peace.²

The name Islam³ is universal in meaning. Islam is not named after a tribe of people or an individual, as Judaism is named after the tribe of Judah, Christianity after Christ, and Buddhism after Buddha. Islam is not a name chosen by human beings; it was divinely communicated from God. Islam is a global faith, not of the East or the West. Islam is a complete way of life, implying total submission to God. One who surrenders his or her will to God, voluntarily,⁴ is called a Muslim. It was not Muhammad (ﷺ) but Adam (אָדָם) who first brought Islam to humanity. Then, each Prophet and Messenger came to exhort the people to a clear understanding of God’s commandments. They offered teachings relevant to that time, until God chose the final Prophet, Muhammad (ﷺ), to come with the Last Testament referred to as the Qur'an.

Allah is an Arabic word, meaning ‘The One and Only True Deity’, the proper name of The One who created the heavens and the earth. Arabic-speaking Jews and Christians also call God

² The words in bold throughout the text indicate either a verse from the Qur'an or one of the names and attributes of God.

³ Some Muslims are uncomfortable calling Islam a “religion,” as Islam is not an institutionalized faith. In Arabic Islam is referred to as a Deen, “Way of life.” This is the same as early Christians who also called their faith “The Way.”

⁴ “Voluntarily” in this sense means more than “not being coerced.” It means surrendering to God without ulterior motives or reservations, and with genuine wholeheartedness.
by the name Allah. For a Muslim, Allah is the greatest and most inclusive of names for God, denoting The One who is adored in worship, The One who created all that exists.
Monotheism

The concept of monotheism (known as ‘tawheed’ in Arabic) is the single most important concept in Islam. Monotheism points to the first of the Ten Commandments, and in Islam everything is built upon the oneness of God. Islam calls humanity away from the worship of any part of creation to the worship of **The One and Only True God**. No act of worship or devotion has any meaning or value if the concept of monotheism is in any way compromised.

Due to its importance, the concept of monotheism (divine unity and singularity) must be properly and fully understood. For ease of discussion, monotheism can be looked at from the following three perspectives:

a. The Oneness of God in His Lordship (Omnipotence)

b. The Devotion of all worship to **The One** God Alone

c. The Uniqueness and Oneness of God in His Names and Attributes

This breakdown is by no means the only way to approach the subject that God is one and unique, but it allows the topic to be easily analyzed and discussed. (Monotheism is the key to understanding Islam, and revisiting this concept is recommended.)

**The Oneness of God in His Lordship**

The oneness of God in His Lordship means that God, **The Originating Creator of the Heavens and the Earth**, has absolute and perfect mastery over the universe. He alone is **The Creator** of all things. He alone causes everything to happen. He is **The One** who provides all sustenance and who determines all life and death. He is **The Powerful, The Omnipotent**, absolutely perfect and free from any defect. No one shares in His
dominion. None can resist His decree. He is The One who created each of us from a single cell and made us into what we are. He is The One who created over a hundred billion galaxies and every electron, neutron, and quark contained within them, keeping all that exists and all the laws of nature in perfect measure. Not a leaf falls from a tree without His permission. Everything is kept in a precise record.

He is far greater than our imagination. He is so powerful that for anything to be created He simply says, “Be!” and it is. He created time, space, and all the known and unknown worlds, yet He is not part of any of them. Most faiths recognize that The Creator of the universe is one, without partner. Islam includes the knowledge that God is not a part of His creation and none of His creation shares in His power.

In Islam, to believe that any of God’s creation shares in His power or attributes is considered polytheism and disbelief. Examples of such false beliefs would be to consider that fortune-tellers or astrologers can predict the future; God, The All-Aware, says that only He possesses the knowledge of the future. Only the Divine can give divine help. No being except God has the ability to give divine help or divine guidance. Belief that good luck charms and talismans have any power is a form of polytheism. These concepts are renounced in Islam.

The Devotion of All Worship to the One God Alone

Only God, The Appreciative, is to be worshipped. This was proclaimed by all the Prophets and Messengers of Islam who were sent by God throughout the ages, and is the core belief of Islam. God tells us that the purpose of the creation of humanity is to worship Him alone. The purpose of Islam is to call people away from the worship of creation and to direct them toward the worship of The Creator alone.
This is where Islam differs from other religions. Although most religions teach that there is a creator who created all that exists, they are rarely free of some form of polytheism (idolatry) with respect to worship. These religions either call on their adherents to worship other beings besides God (though usually placing these other gods on a lower level than the God who is The Creator), or they demand that their adherents call on other beings as intercessors between themselves and God.

All the Prophets and Messengers of God, from Adam ( عليه السلام) to Muhammad ( ﷺ), called people to worship God alone, without partner or intermediary. This is the purest, simplest, most natural faith. Islam rejects the notion held by cultural anthropologists that the early religion of human beings was polytheism - which gradually evolved into monotheism. In fact, Muslims believe just the opposite, human cultures descended into idolatry during the intervals of time between the many Messengers of God. Even while the Messengers were among them, many people resisted their call and practiced idolatry despite their warnings. Subsequent Messengers were commissioned by God to bring people back to monotheism.

God created humans with an innate, natural inclination toward the worship of Him alone. Satan, on the other hand, does his utmost to get people to turn away from monotheism, enticing mankind to the worship of creation (idolatry). Most people have a tendency to focus their devotion on something they can visualize, something imaginable, even though they have an instinctive knowledge that The Creator of the universe is far greater than their imaginations. Throughout human history, God sent a succession of Prophets and Messengers to call the people back to the worship of The One and Only True God. Due to the allure of Satan, people repeatedly deviated to the worship of created beings (idolatry and polytheism).

God created human beings to worship Him alone. In Islam, the greatest possible sin is to worship anything or anyone other than
God, even if the worshipper intends to draw nearer to God by offering devotions to another being. God, **The Sufficient**, does not need intercessors or intermediaries. He hears all of our prayers and has complete knowledge of everything that happens.

At the same time, God does not need our worship, but He says that it is pleasing to Him. He is completely independent of all things. All creation is dependent upon Him. If every person in the world were to come together to worship only God, it would not benefit God in the least. It would not add an atom’s weight to His majestic dominion. Conversely, if all creation abandoned the worship of God, it would not decrease His dominion in the least. By worshipping God, we benefit our own souls and fulfill the noble purpose for which we were created. God has no needs; He is **The Eternal, The Absolute**.

Worship is not just traditional religious ceremonies or practices. The concept of worship is inclusive. Changing a diaper, honoring and caring for one’s parents, as well as picking up a piece of broken glass from the sidewalk - all can be forms of worship if they are done with the primary intent to please God. If any sort of gain, be it wealth, job, power, or recognition, becomes more important than pleasing God, even that is a form of polytheism.

**The Uniqueness and Oneness of God in His Names and attributes**

The uniqueness and oneness of God in His names and attributes indicates that God does not share in the attributes of created beings, nor do they share in any of His. God is unique in every way. He cannot be limited in any way, for He is **The Creator** of everything. God, **The Most Great** says,

"God! None is worthy of worship but He,
The Ever Living, The One who sustains
and protects all that exists. Neither slum-
ber nor sleep overtakes Him. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth. Who is he that can intercede with Him except with His permission? He knows what happens to them [His creatures] in this world, and what will happen to them in the Hereafter. And they will never encompass anything of His knowledge except that which He wills. The pedestal of His throne extends over the heavens and the earth, and He feels no fatigue in guarding and preserving them. And He is The Most High, The Supreme.”

[Qur'an (2):255]

In Islam it is forbidden to attribute to God characteristics of His creation. The only attributes that may be ascribed to God are the ones He revealed Himself in the Qur'an or those used by the Prophet (ﷺ) to describe Him. Many of God’s names and attributes seem to have equivalents on the human level, but this is only a reflection of human language. God’s attributes, like God Himself, are unlike anything in our experience. For instance, God has divine knowledge. Man has knowledge. God’s knowledge however, is nothing at all like the knowledge of human beings. God’s knowledge is unlimited (omniscient, The All Knowing). It is neither learned nor acquired. God’s knowledge encompasses all things without experiencing increase or decrease. Human knowledge, on the other hand, is acquired and limited. It is constantly changing, increasing and decreasing, and subject to forgetfulness and error.

God, The Irresistible, has divine will. The human being also has a will. God’s will always comes to pass. Like His divine knowledge, His will encompasses all things that God wants to come to pass in creation — past, present, and future. Human will, on the
other hand, is merely an intention, a desire. It can only come to pass if God wills it to happen.

Human attributes cannot be ascribed to God. All human attributes are limited. God has no gender, weakness, or deficiency. God is beyond the human and creation attribute of gender. Here we have used the pronoun “He” only because there is no gender-neutral pronoun in English/Semitic languages, and it follows the conventions of English usage. When the royal “We” is used in the Qur'an to refer to God, it is for respect and in no way implies plurality. To ascribe to God attributes of created things is a form of polytheism. It is likewise a form of polytheism to ascribe to created things attributes that belong to God alone. For instance, anyone who believes that any other than God is The All-Wise or All Powerful has committed the sin of polytheism.

“Blessed be the name of your Lord, full of majesty, bounty, and honor.”

[Qur'an 55:78]
The Six Articles of Faith

There are certain tenets one must believe without any doubt in order to be considered a Muslim. These articles of faith are as follows:

a. Belief in God  
b. Belief in His Angels  
c. Belief in His Books  
d. Belief in His Prophets and Messengers  
e. Belief in the Day of Judgment  
f. Belief in God’s Divine Decree

Belief in God

Islam emphasizes that God is The One without partner, The Encompassing of all that exists, and He is unique in every way. Only God, The Most Benevolent, has the right to be worshipped.

Belief in His Angels

The angels are creations of God. God, The Originator, created them from light. They are powerful, and always do precisely as they are commanded by God.

God has revealed to us the names and the duties of some of the angels. A Muslim must believe in the existence of angels. Gabriel and Michael are among the angels mentioned in the Qur'an. For instance, it is Gabriel’s (الملک) duty to take God’s revelation to the Prophets and Messengers.
Belief in His Books

Muslims believe in all of the original scriptures revealed by God to His Messengers. A Muslim must believe in every scripture mentioned by God in the Qur'an. God, The Giver, revealed them and they were, in their original forms, the actual word of God. The scriptures God mentions in the Qur'an are as follows:

1. The original Scrolls as revealed to Abraham
2. The original Torah as revealed to Moses
3. The original Psalms as revealed to David
4. The original Injeel (Gospel of Jesus) as revealed to Jesus
5. The Qur'an as revealed to Muhammad (which still remains in its original form)

Muslims do not consider the scriptures revealed before the Qur'an, which are presently in circulation in various editions and versions, to be an accurate representation of their original revealed form. According to the Qur'an, people have distorted these scriptures for their own worldly gain. These distortions have occurred in many different ways, such as additions or deletions of text or changes in the meaning or the language. These distortions were adopted over time and what remains is a mixture of the original divine text with manmade interpretation and contamination. Although Muslims believe in all the previous revealed books, the final means by which they judge different matters and seek ultimate guidance is sought through the Qur'an and the authentic traditions of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ).

---

5 The different gospels in today's Bible were written after the time of Jesus (ﷺ) by other authors. The Injeel mentioned in the Qur'an refers only to the revelations that came through Jesus (ﷺ), the son of Mary.
Belief in His Prophets and Messengers

The Prophets and Messengers were individuals who received revelation from God and conveyed it to the people. They were sent to humanity to return people to monotheism, to serve as living practical examples of how to surrender to God, and to guide people to the path of salvation. None of the Prophets and Messengers share in any part of God’s divinity. They were merely human beings. It is forbidden for a Muslim to worship them or to use them as a conduit to God. A Muslim should never invoke them, make supplications to them, or seek God’s mercy and forgiveness through or from them. Therefore, the term ‘Muhammadanism’ is an insult and should never be applied to Muslims. Every single Prophet and Messenger taught that all such acts are polytheistic, and anyone who engages in them is outside the fold of Islam.

Throughout the ages, God, **The Bestower of Good**, has sent Prophets to people all over the world. A Muslim must believe in all of the Prophets and Messengers sent by God. God has mentioned some of them in the Qur'an. Among those mentioned by name are Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad (ﷺ).

All the Prophets and Messengers of God brought the teachings of Islam. Throughout history, all monotheistic people who submitted to the will of God and followed God’s revelation to the Prophets and Messengers of their time are considered Muslims. The entitlement to Abrahamic inheritance is acquired through one’s adherence to Abraham’s monotheistic faith and surrender to God, not by lineage alone. When Moses (ﷺ) came and proclaimed Prophethood, all those who truly followed him in monotheism were Muslims. Likewise, when Jesus (ﷺ) came and

---

6 The Prophets mentioned in the Qur'an are: Adam, Enoch (Idris), Noah, Hud, Salih, Abraham, Lot, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Shu’ayb, Job, Moses, Aaron, Ezekiel, David, Solomon, Elias, Elisha, Jonah, Zachariya, John ‘The Baptist’, Jesus, and Muhammad (Peace be upon them all).
theism were Muslims. Likewise, when Jesus (ﷺ) came and declared his Prophethood with clear signs and miracles, it was obligatory for everyone to accept him unconditionally if they were to be considered Muslims. All those who rejected Jesus (ﷺ) became disbelievers in Islam because of that rejection. Rejecting or disliking any of God’s Messengers disqualifies one as Muslim. Muslims are required to love and respect all the Prophets and Messengers of God who called upon humanity to worship The Creator alone without ascribing to Him any partner. All the Prophets and Messengers surrendered completely to God, which is Islam.

The Prophets, from Adam (ﷺ) to Muhammad (ﷺ), were all brothers in faith. They all called people to the same truth. Different Messengers came with different sets of laws sent by God to guide and govern the people, but the essence of their teachings was the same. They all called people away from the worship of created things to the worship of The Creator, The Supreme.

In Islam, Muhammad (ﷺ) has the distinction of being God’s final Messenger and the Seal of the Prophets. The reason for this is, first, because God completed His revelations to humanity and perfectly preserved them forever in the Qur'an, and second, His final Prophet and Messenger (ﷺ) led an exemplary life for the twenty-three years of his Prophethood, establishing clear guide-

---

7 God revealed to Muhammad (ﷺ), “The same religion has He established for you as that which He enjoined on Noah, that which We have sent by inspiration to thee, and that which We enjoined on Abraham, Moses, and Jesus: Namely, that you should remain steadfast in religion, and make no divisions therein. To those who worship other things than God, hard is the [way] to which you call them. God chooses to Himself those whom He pleases, and guides to Himself those who turn to Him.” [Qur'an 42:13]

8 Some Muslims refer to the following Biblical verses as the foretelling of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ): [Deut. 18:15, 18:18; John 1:19 – 21, 14:16, 14:17, 15:26, 16:7 – 8, 16:12 – 13]
lines for all generations to follow. God says in the Qur'an that no Prophet or Messenger will come after him. This is the reason Muhammad (ﷺ) is known as the Seal of the Prophets. This means the divine law that was revealed and embodied in the teachings of Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) is for all of humanity until the Day of Resurrection (Day of Judgment). To be a believer, it is obligatory to believe in Muhammad (ﷺ) and the laws that have been revealed through him, as well as in all the Prophets and Messengers of God who came before. Muhammad and the Prophets and Messengers (ﷺ) before him also had to believe in, obey, and surrender to The Almighty God. Although Muslims believe in all the Prophets and Messengers (ﷺ) of God, they follow and emulate the teachings and example of the final Messenger Muhammad (ﷺ). God The Most Glorious, states about Muhammad (ﷺ),

“And We have not sent you, but as a mercy to the worlds.”

[Qur'an 21:107]

Belief in the Day of Judgment

Muslims must believe, without any doubt, in the Day of Judgment and the physical resurrection, when the body will be recreated and the soul will surely be reunited with the body by God’s unlimited power. Just as God, The Gatherer of Mankind, created us the first time, He is surely The Resurrection who will bring us forth from death to stand in perfect judgment before Him. After the Day of Judgment, death will no longer be, and our existence will be forever. The Day of Judgment is when each and every individual will stand before The Creator and be questioned about his or her deeds. On that momentous day, we will each see in detail the results of even the smallest good and the smallest evil we have set forth in this life. On that day, lying and deception will no longer be possible. The ultimate reward is Paradise and the
penalty is Hell. Heaven and Hell are literal places that actually exist. They are not symbols or metaphors.

God, The Recognizer and Rewarder of Good, describes Paradise (Heavenly garden) as a wonderful place of pleasure, filled with amazing eternal gardens with rivers flowing beneath. In Paradise, no heat or cold, no disease, fatigue, or evil will exist. God, The Giver of Security, will remove disease from the heart and body of its inhabitants, and everything one wishes for will be granted. It will be said to those who enter Paradise, “This Paradise you have inherited as a result of God’s mercy and your good deeds.” The greatest of pleasures in the Hereafter will be the believers’ ability to see the face of God, The Most High. Being a Muslim in and of itself does not assure Paradise unless one dies in a state of Islam- submission to The One God alone.

God, The Reckoner, describes Hell as an eternally horrible place, beyond imagination, a fire whose fuel is men and stone. When stern angels place people in Hell, they will say,

“This is that which you used to deny.”

[Qur'an 83:17]

We believe God is The Most Compassionate and The Most Merciful; however, He is also severe in His punishment to those who deserve it.

God’s infinite justice is absolute and perfect. On the Day of Judgment, all deeds will be revealed and everyone will be justly treated. We will not enter Paradise because of our deeds alone, but by God’s mercy.

Belief in God’s Divine Decree

God, in His timelessness, knows everything that goes on in His creation. From the perspective of temporal beings like us, this means that God, The Ever Watching, knows everything that
happened in the past, everything that is now taking place, and everything that will happen in the future. God’s divine knowledge is perfect. God is The All Knowing, and all that He knows will come to pass.

God, The Subduer, Has absolute sovereignty over His creation. Everything that exists within His creation and every event that occurs is a direct result of His creating it. Nothing happens in creation except by His power, His will, and His knowledge.
The Free Will of the Human Being

An important aspect of Islam is that every human being has the free will to choose between right and wrong. God, The Giver, has honored humanity with this great gift. It comes with heavy responsibility, and on the Day of Judgment, we will be accountable for our use of this gift.

Human free will does not in any way contradict the fact that God, The Witness, knows everything that will ever occur in creation. Someone might ask, “If God knows that I am going to commit a sin tomorrow, then it is unavoidable that I do so because God’s knowledge is infallible, and what God knows will come to pass.” God’s knowledge of this person’s decision does not mean that he or she is being forced to make that decision.

Human free will does not in any way contradict God’s absolute sovereignty over everything in creation. Neither does it contradict the fact that nothing happens in creation except what God wills. Some might say, “Therefore, I have no free will. My free will is but an illusion.” On the contrary, God created within each of us the ability to formulate an intention. God wants us to be able to make our own choices. When a person makes a choice, God, by His divine will, creates the actions and circumstances that allow the person’s intention to be carried out. It is God’s will that human beings have free will. God is not always pleased with the decisions people make, but He wants them to be able to make these decisions by their own free choice. An example of this is a person’s will to do a good deed. The good deed may never be carried out, but God may reward the person for his or her intention to do a good deed. If the good deed comes to pass, God’s will allowed it to take place, and God will reward both the intention and the action. In other words, God, The Judge, may reward you for good deeds willed but not carried out; however, He does not punish people for bad intentions not acted upon.
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There is No Compulsion in Religion

From this emphasis on free will, it follows that Islam can only be accepted by free choice. The purpose of human life is to worship God of one’s own free will. Therefore, matters of faith have value only if they are accepted on the basis of freedom of choice. If a person is coerced into accepting any religion, that acceptance is false and has no value. God, The Gentle, says,

“There is no compulsion in religion. Truth stands out clear from error: whoever rejects evil and believes in God has grasped the most trustworthy handhold that never breaks. And God hears and knows all things.”

[Qur'an 2:256]
The Five Pillars of Islam

There are five obligatory acts of worship that every Muslim must dutifully carry out. Failure to do so is a grave sin. The edifice of Islam rests upon these five pillars. One cannot be considered a Muslim if he or she denies that any one of these acts is obligatory.

The five obligations of Muslims are as follows:

a. The declaration of faith, to “Testify that there is no true deity except God, and that Muhammad is His Messenger” (Shahadah)

b. To pray five times a day (Salah)

c. To pay the yearly alms (Zakah)

d. To fast during the month of Ramadan (Sawm)

e. To make the pilgrimage to Makkah (Hajj)

The Declaration of Faith (Shahadah)

It is obligatory for every person intending to enter Islam to believe and to say, ‘I testify that there is no true deity except God, and that Muhammad is His Messenger.’ With this simple, important, and powerful declaration, a person is considered a Muslim. There is no initiation into the fold of Islam.

The concepts within the testimony of faith can be explained by analyzing each of three parts within the testimony. The first part ‘No true deity...’ is a negation of polytheism.\(^9\) It is a negation of the existence of any true deity other than God, or any entity that

---

\(^9\) This negation means that nothing is to be worshipped except God, nothing has divinity except God, none share the attributes of God, and none can be the creator or sustainer of creation except God, who is without equal or partner.
shares in any of the divine attributes of God. The second part “...except God” is an affirmation of monotheism. God is the only one worthy of worship.

“Muhammad is God’s Messenger” is the third part of the declaration of faith. It is an affirmation of the Prophethood of Muhammad (ﷺ) as the final Prophet and Messenger of God. This requires the unconditional acceptance of the Qur’an and the authentic sayings and traditions of Muhammad (ﷺ).

By believing and saying the testimony of faith, a person rejects all false objects of worship and asserts that God is the only one to be worshipped. God is without equal or partner. God promises that once a person affirms and sincerely says, “I testify that there is no true deity except God, and that Muhammad is His Messenger,” all of his or her previous sins are forgiven. One’s previous good deeds may also be rewarded by God, The Most Forgiving.

**Praying Five Times a Day (Salah)**

It is required for every Muslim to perform five obligatory prayers a day. A Muslim turns toward Makkah (Mecca) when performing these prayers, facing the first house built for the worship of The One God. This house is called the Ka`bah, an empty cube-like structure which is located in what is now Saudi Arabia. It was erected by Abraham (إبراهيم) and his son Ishmael (إسماعيل) for the worship of The One and Only True God.

---

10 One may ask, “If Islam teaches that all the Prophets and Messengers are equal, then why does the testimony of faith only affirm the Prophethood of Muhammad without mentioning the other Prophets?” It must be understood that anyone who affirms the Prophethood of Muhammad (ﷺ) is acknowledging all the Prophets and Messengers of God that came before him. If one were to testify for example, that, “There is no deity except God, and Moses is the Messenger of God,” this does not necessitate the person’s acceptance of the Prophets and Messengers that followed Moses (موسى), such as Jesus (ييسوع) or Muhammad (محمد).
One must remember that Islam does not have any sacred relics or symbols. We are not worshipping the Ka’bah; we simply worship God while facing the Ka’bah. Facing the Ka’bah to pray unifies the worshippers in their prayer to The One God. Anyone who worships the Ka’bah or any other created thing would be considered an idol worshipper. To put it plainly, the building materials that make up this house are no more sacred than any other building materials.

These prayers take place throughout the day and night, and are a constant reminder of a person’s duty and surrender to God. The prayers are a direct link between the worshipper and God. It is a chance to turn to God in worship, to give thanks, to ask for forgiveness, and to ask for His guidance and mercy.

A Muslim may voluntarily perform prayers more often. Prayers, in the general sense of supplication, can be offered practically at any time or place.

**Paying the Yearly Alms (Zakah)**

It is a religious duty for every Muslim who is prosperous enough to accumulate and retain a sufficient amount of savings to give a portion of his or her wealth to the needy each year. These alms are called Zakah in Arabic, which literally means ‘purification.’ All things belong to God, The Most Merciful, and wealth is held in trust by human beings. Paying these alms is a way for people who are financially able to purify the ethically gained wealth that God has bestowed upon them. In addition, it is a means to directly distribute wealth throughout society and help the poor and needy. Zakah (alms) also purifies the soul of the giver, reduces greed, and strengthens compassion and generosity among humanity.

The basic rate of these alms is two and a half percent of the wealth that has been held in savings for an entire year. These alms are levied on savings, not income.
Fasting During Ramadan (Sawm)

A physically able pubescent Muslim must fast during the lunar month of Ramadan. This month is significant because the first revelations of the Qur'an to Muhammad (ﷺ) occurred during this month. Since a year in the lunar calendar is eleven days shorter than the solar calendar, the month of Ramadan gradually passes through all seasons of the year. Just as almsgiving is a form of wealth purification, fasting is a form of self-purification. Fasting begins at dawn and ends at sunset, local time. During daylight hours, a fasting person must abstain from food, drink, and marital sexual intercourse.¹¹ These activities are permissible from sunset to the following dawn. Fasting teaches self-control and patience. Like prayer, fasting is a way of turning to God in sincere worship. The two holidays for Muslims are `Eid Al-Fitr which is celebrated at the end of Ramadan, and `Eid Al-Adha which is celebrated at the end of hajj. Fasting reminds us of the conditions of the needy and gives us appreciation for the simple blessings we often take for granted, such as drinking a glass of pure water or eating food at will.

Making the pilgrimage to Makkah (Hajj)

Every Muslim is to make the pilgrimage to the Ka`bah, in Makkah, once in a lifetime if he or she has the ability and means to do so. Muslims from all over the world gather together for the purpose of worshipping and pleasing God alone. Millions of pilgrims visit the Ka`bah and perform hajj annually.

The rite of hajj originated from the Prophet Abraham (ﷺ) and was restored by Muhammad (ﷺ). The pilgrimage to Makkah compels the pilgrims to break down the racial, economic, and social barriers that may still plague their societies. It also invites each pilgrim to practice patience, self-restraint, and piety. The

¹¹ Islam requires chastity and forbids any premarital sexual relationships.
pilgrims wear simple garments that strip away the distinctions of class and culture. Each of these obligatory acts of worship keeps the remembrance of God alive and reminds all Muslims that from God we come and to God we will all return.
The Qur'an

The Qur'an is the final, infallible, direct, and complete record of the exact words of God, brought down by the angel Gabriel and firmly implanted in the heart of His final Prophet and Messenger, Muhammad (ﷺ). The Qur'an was learned and memorized by many of Muhammad’s (ﷺ) companions and passed down to us via meticulous oral (primary) and written (secondary) preservation through the centuries.

The books that came before the Qur'an through God’s Prophets and Messengers (ﷺ) were also sent by God. By revealing the Qur'an, God’s message was restored and clarified. The Qur'an is unique in a number of ways. God, The Guardian, has perfectly preserved the Qur'an and guaranteed it from corruption until the end of time. The Qur'an is regarded, not just by Muslims but also by historians of religion, as the most authentic religious text among the world’s religions. None of the other revealed books have reached us in their original form or language. Some of them, like the scrolls that were revealed through Abraham ( عليه السلام), have not reached us at all. Over the course of time, parts of other scriptures were rewritten and some parts removed, distorting their message.

God did not allow this contamination to happen to the Qur'an because it is His final book for all of humanity until the Day of

---

12 It is taught in Islam that ‘the spirit of the Holy One’ is the angel Gabriel, who should never be worshipped. (Belief in the trinity clearly contradicts the core principle of the Islamic faith — monotheism.)

Judgment. No new Prophet or Messenger is going to be sent. If God had not protected the Qur'an, it would have never reached us in its original pure form. For this reason, God did not entrust human beings with preserving the Qur'an.\(^{14}\)

Divine preservation of the earlier scriptures was not as critical because God continued to send a succession of Prophets and Messengers to the people. The law as embodied in these older scriptures was not in its final complete form. By God's order, Jesus (سيدنا موسى) came with modifications to the law, for instance, making lawful some things that had previously been unlawful without making any changes to the core concept of monotheism.

Another unique quality of the Qur'an is that it is an amazing miracle in and of itself. A miracle is a phenomenon that goes against the natural order of things and clearly demonstrates the direct intervention of God, **The Almighty**.

All the Prophets and Messengers brought miracles from God that clearly demonstrated the truthfulness of their claim to Prophethood. Abraham (سيدنا إبراهيم) survived being thrown into a blazing fire without being harmed. Moses (سيدنا موسى) raised his staff and the sea parted for him by God's mercy. Jesus (سيدنا يسوع), the son of Mary, touched the dead and terminally ill and restored them to life and full health by the permission of God. All of these miracles revealed the legitimacy and validity of the Prophets and Messengers, but these miracles could only be witnessed by the people who were actually there at that time.

While the Prophethood of Muhammad (سيدنا محمد) was similarly attested to by various miraculous occurrences, by far the most important of all is the Glorious Qur'an. God challenges all those who doubt the authenticity of the Qur'an to produce a single

---

\(^{14}\) The Qur'an consists of 114 chapters and is a single book, unlike the various current versions of the Bible. Protestant Christians count 66 books in their version and Roman Catholic Christians count 72 books. There are even more books in other versions.
chapter similar to a chapter of the Qur'an. (It should be pointed out that the smallest chapter of the Qur'an is composed of just three short verses.) This has never been accomplished though there have been many people throughout history who would have loved to discredit the Qur'an and do away with Islam. God’s challenge remains open until the Day of Judgment. One of the Qur'an’s miracles is that it is the pinnacle of literary excellence. It is the most eloquent Arabic prose in existence. It has a style like no other work in the Arabic language, a style that is inimitable. The Qur'an is for all people and is available to us in its original, living language, Arabic, which is still greatly used throughout the world by millions of people. The original texts of many other religious books have been lost over time and were originally written in languages that are no longer commonly spoken.

Not a single word in the Qur'an is the word of Muhammad (ﷺ), but all are the words of God. Muhammad (ﷺ) actually did not know how to read or write. He recited the Qur'an precisely as it was revealed to him by the angel Gabriel (Gabriel), while his companions, at his direction, recorded it in writing and memorized it. The Qur'an is the direct word of God. Therefore, the Qur'an is the only book we have today that is known to be authored by God alone. There are no other versions of the Qur'an. Although there are many translations of the meaning of the Qur'an, they are not nearly as magnificent and beautiful as the Qur'an’s plain Arabic text. Here is a sample of the Qur'an, chapter 112 of the English translation of its meaning:

“In the name of God, The Most Gracious,
The Most Merciful

1. Say: He is God, The One and Only;
2. God, The Eternal, Absolute;
3. He begets not, nor was He begotten;
4. And there is none comparable unto Him.”
The Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) and his Sunnah

Muhammad (ﷺ) was born in the year 570 CE from the honorable lineage of the two great Prophets of God, Abraham (אברהם) and his firstborn son, Ishmael (ישמעל). Muhammad (ﷺ) grew up with the title of ‘The Trustworthy’. At the age of forty, Muhammad (ﷺ) was chosen by God to be His last Prophet and Messenger.

The Sunnah refers to the sayings, actions, and tacit approvals of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). The reports and narrations about the Sunnah are known as Hadith, and are collected in well-known books. Like the Qur'an, the Sunnah is inspired by revelation from God through the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). Unlike the Qur'an, it is not the direct, literal word of God. The teachings came from God (divine revelation) and the words were from the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) (an example for humanity). The Sunnah was also meticulously preserved.

It is obligatory for Muslims to follow the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). In the Qur'an, God orders the believers to obey the Messenger (His representative). God says,

“Obey God, and obey the Messenger.”

[Qur'an 4:59]

The purpose of life is to serve and obey God. This is achieved through following the teachings and practices of the Prophet (ﷺ). God says,

“You have indeed in the Messenger of God a beautiful pattern [of conduct] for anyone whose hope is in God and the final day, and who engages much in the praise of God.”

[Qur'an 33:21]
The Prophet (ﷺ) showed Muslims how to perform all aspects of worship. He died at the age of 63 (in the year 632 CE) and was buried at his home in the city of Medina (Yathrib). He always greeted and parted from his companions with salutations and invocations of peace, which is recommended for all Muslims. Within a century, Islam spanned three continents, from China across Asia, throughout Africa, and into Spain in Europe.
The Dangers of Innovations in Islam (Bid'ah)

God ordered Muslims not to divide themselves into sects. Innovations and divisions in matters of religion and worship within Islam are considered to be contamination, error, and deviation. Earlier heinous deviations from monotheism, such as worshipping creation, resulted in condemnation by God. (However, innovations in other matters, such as science and technology to improve life, are greatly encouraged.) God, The Most Compassionate, has told us through His last Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), when Muhammad (ﷺ) was nearing the end of his life, that He had completed the religion of Islam. Muslims must recognize that any change in matters of worship is strictly forbidden. No change introduced by humankind, who is constantly under the influence of Satan, could ever add anything positive and would only contribute to the degradation of the completed and perfected religion established by God. All innovations in matters of religion lead to straying, and all straying leads to hellfire. People must not allow any deviation (addition or deletion), even as small as one degree, in matters of worship. If any changes are allowed, those deviations will be compounded by future generations, and the result will be another manmade religion, not the Islam as it was perfected by God, The Truth. To build a faith using a ‘shopping cart’ approach or the blind following of any religious leader is inadmissible.

The changing of God’s laws is forbidden in Islam. God condemns religious leaders who alter divine principles. One who attempts to make changes places him or herself on the same level.

---

15 Islam teaches that for an act of worship to be accepted by God it must fulfill two conditions: The intention must be first and foremost to please God, and the act must be done according to the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ).
with God, committing polytheism. An example of this would be to make the killing of innocents lawful. The laws of God are perfect and do not need to be ‘modernized’ by anyone. God allows us the freedom to obey or disobey Him by choosing to follow His faith or to follow our own desires. However, He forbids us to change His religious principles.

(It is interesting to note that the crescent moon is not representative of the religion of Islam, as the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) never used or mentioned it. It was a pagan symbol and an innovation brought about by later generations as a political symbol. Sadly, it is commonly adopted and mistaken as an Islamic symbol.)
The Story of Adam and Eve

The story of Adam and Eve is told in the Qur'an. Although it is similar in many ways to what is found in the surviving remnants of the previous scriptures, some important principles differ.

God announced to the angels that He was placing a new species on earth. God created Adam (عَلِيَّ), fashioning him from clay. He breathed the soul into Adam (عَلِيَّ), taught him the names of all things, and created from the same soul his wife, Eve. God allowed them to dwell in Paradise with free will. God said to the angels, “Bow down to Adam” (They did so in a form of respect, not worship). Satan was present among the angels, though he was not one of them. He was of the jinn, a race of beings, possessing free will, that God created before Adam (عَلِيَّ) from a smokeless flame of fire. When God ordered the angels and those in their company to bow down to Adam (عَلِيَّ), they all did so except Satan, who refused out of pride and arrogance, claiming to be better than Adam (عَلِيَّ) because he was created from fire, whereas Adam (عَلِيَّ) was created from clay. Indeed, Satan was the first racist.

Satan fell from God’s grace. God, The Reckoner, condemned him for his disobedience, but Satan, the accursed, asked God to give him respite until the Day of Judgment (resurrection), so he could make Adam (عَلِيَّ) and his descendants unworthy. Satan said, “Verily I will mislead them and surely I will arouse in them vain desires.” God granted him this respite as a trial for humanity. God knows what Satan knows not. It is important to note that there is no way Satan could ever ‘war’ with God, be-

---

16 The jinn were created before Adam; they have free will. Disobedient jinns are demons. They live here with us in some manner by which they can see us but we cannot see them unless they choose to make themselves appear. Sorcery, which is forbidden in Islam, is also performed through them.
cause just like everything else, he is God’s creation. Satan exists only by God’s Will; he is completely under God’s power. If God did not want Satan or his helpers to exist, they would not be able to remain in existence for even a moment.

Islam does not give Satan any share of God’s divinity. It does not attribute to him any godlike or divine qualities. Islam rejects the notion that Satan went to war with God and took a third of the hosts of Heaven with him. Satan is an avowed enemy of humanity, but he is merely a creature, absolutely dependent upon God for his very existence.

Though prideful, accursed, and fallen from the grace of God, Satan serves a purpose. God wanted humans to have free choice between right and wrong. He granted human beings an innate ability to recognize The Creator and turn to Him. The human being is considered to be originally good by nature, born pure in the state of Islam (submission). Satan and his hosts order evil and oppose good, seeking to misguide humanity, his avowed enemy, into evil and idolatry, away from monotheism, righteousness, and the path of God. God, The All Wise, invites Muslims to enjoin good and forbid evil. Because we exercise free will, by resisting the temptation of Satan, humans can attain a great level of honor.

The following is a summary of the trial of Adam and Eve in Paradise. They enjoyed perfect freedom and happiness in Paradise. God told them to eat of the fruits of the Garden with pleasure and delight as they pleased. He forbade them from approaching one tree, and warned them that if they did, they will both be of the wrongdoers. Satan came and deceived them, saying that God only forbade them from eating of that tree because it would make them immortal or they would become like the angels. They were thus deceived by Satan and ate of the tree.

Adam and Eve felt shame. They turned to God in sincere repentance and God, The All-Forgiving, The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful, forgave them. Islam clearly rejects the concept of
original sin, or the notion that all humans are born sinners because of the actions of Adam. No human shall ever bear the burden of another (for God is The Just). Every human being is responsible for his or her actions and is born as a Muslim, pure and free from sin. It is important to note that Islam does not place the blame on Eve. Both Adam and Eve had free will. Both of them ate of the tree. Their sin and disobedience was a joint venture. Islam rejects the idea that women are wicked temptresses or cursed with the burden of menstruation and pain of childbirth due to the sin of Eve.

God removed Adam and Eve from Paradise and made them to dwell on earth. God had earlier said to the angels that He was placing a new being on earth. Earth is where God, from the time of creation, in His timeless knowledge, wanted us to be.
Jesus (אֱלֹהִים)

Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) was a Prophet and Messenger of God. He called to the oneness of God. He never claimed divinity for himself, nor did he ever ask to be worshipped.

He was born of a virgin. This was one of the many miracles regarding Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) given by God. Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) was born without a father. God says in the Qur'an,

“Truly the likeness of Jesus with God is as the likeness of Adam. He created him of dust and then said to him ‘Be!’ and he was.”

[Qur'an 3:59]

God created Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) as He created everything else in existence. Jesus (אֱלֹהִים), Adam and Eve were all uniquely created: Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) was created without a father; Adam and Eve were created without a father or a mother. The rest of us were all created with a mother and a father. To believe that Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) is the begotten son of God or that God has any relatives such as a father, mother, son, or daughter, gives the attribute of procreation to The Creator. Muslims believe this to be polytheism and it is absolutely forbidden in Islam. Likewise, giving attributes of The Creator to His creation is a great sin, which, in Islam, is clearly in opposition to monotheism. This belief is in contradiction to the

---

17 It was in the ancient city of Nicea (which was located in modern-day Turkey approximately 700 miles or 1100 km NNW of Jerusalem near the eastern Roman capitol) that the First Council of Nicea convened, 325 years after the birth of Jesus (אֱלֹהִים). It was at this council that Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) was declared by the majority of the council members to be divine rather than God’s Prophet and Messenger. The concept of the trinity was established by declaring that Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) was the same as and equal to God. This is in direct opposition to the Abrahamic principles of monotheism, which Jesus (אֱלֹהִים) himself called people to and affirmed.
teachings of all the Prophets and Messengers of God. God is beyond any created or human attributes. Jesus (Mary) is the Messiah, the Christ, the word of God, the anointed one, sent by The Most Merciful God as a Prophet and Messenger.

God also informs us that Jesus (Mary), the son of Mary, is not dead, and that He raised Jesus (Mary) up to Him. Muslims believe that the return of Jesus (Mary) will be a sign of the Last Day. When Jesus (Mary) returns, he will not come in the capacity of a Prophet and Messenger to bring new revelations. Rather, he will be the commander of the faithful and will destroy the antichrist, who will have brought to the earth enormous trials and evil. Jesus (Mary) will follow the final manifestation of the law that was revealed to Muhammad (Pbuh).

---

18 Even though Christians and Jews may violate some of the monotheistic tenets of their original Abrahamic faith, Islam refers to them as the ‘People of the Book’. They are referred to in this way because they have received revealed laws and scriptures from God and do recognize some of His Prophets.
Sin and Repentance

Sin is willfully and knowingly disobeying God. The greatest of all sins is polytheism, though any intentional violation of the commandments of God is a sinful act. God, The Preventer, has prohibited a number of things that are harmful to the individual or to society. Murder, assault, theft, fraud, usury (footnote 19), fornication, adultery, sorcery (footnote 16), consumption of alcohol, eating pork, and the use of illicit drugs are all examples of sinful acts.

Islam rejects the doctrine of original sin. No soul shall bear the burden of another, as this would be a great injustice, because God, The Most Merciful, is The Just. Each of us is accountable before God, The All-Seeing, for our own deeds. However, if one person encourages another to commit a sin, both are punishable. One of them deserves punishment for actually committing the sin; the other deserves punishment for encouraging it.

When a person commits a sin, he or she is deserving of God’s punishment. Fortunately, God is The Most Compassionate and The Oft-Forgiving. God acts out of infinite knowledge and justice. Muslims do not believe that Jesus (‡), the son of Mary, had to die for the sins of mankind. God, The Most Compassionate, forgives whomever He chooses. To believe that it was necessary for Jesus (‡) to suffer and die in order to have our sins forgiven denies God’s infinite power and justice. God is unlimited in His mercy.

God, The Answerer, promises us that He will forgive us if we turn to Him in sincere repentance. Repentance is a serious matter. It is the way a person can attain salvation by the mercy of God. Repentance cannot be taken lightly. Sincere repentance has the following conditions:
1. The person must recognize and acknowledge that he or she has committed a sin and must truly regret having done so.

2. The person must humbly turn to God for forgiveness.

3. The person must have a sincere resolve not to commit the sin again.

4. If the sin caused harm to someone else, the person must make every possible attempt to remedy the harm.

This does not mean that if the person returns to the same sin in the future, his or her former repentance is annulled. What is needed is a serious commitment in the heart not to sin again. Because we do not know what the future holds, the door to repentance is always open. God, The Oft-Pardoning, is pleased when the children of Adam turn to Him for His abundant forgiveness. Repentance is a form of worship.

No one can forgive sins except God. It is forbidden for a Muslim to seek divine forgiveness for sin through or by turning to anyone else, as Muslims believe this would be considered polytheism.
Organizational Structure of Islam

Islam places great emphasis on the individual’s relationship with God. The framework for this relationship follows the guidelines set out by the Qur'an and Sunnah. This relationship, in turn, defines a Muslim’s relations with everyone, which brings about justice, organization, and social harmony.

The Qur'an says,

“Verily the most honorable of you with God are the most pious among you.”

[Qur'an 49:13]

The wise, the pious, the knowledgeable in Islam, and the true in practice are Islam’s natural leaders.

Islam is not specific as to who can become a scholar. Anyone with enough intelligence, study, and determination can strive to become a scholar, but not everyone will have the time and resources to do so. All people should strive to learn as much as possible, while recognizing that God is The One, The Bestower of knowledge and understanding.

The scholar plays a critical role in Muslim society. He or she devotes years to the study of Islam. Scholars cannot forgive sins, bless people, or change the law of God. They impart the information they have acquired by reference to the Qur'an and Sunnah; by the nobility of their character they inspire others to be better.

Some have used the word ‘cleric’ to describe a Muslim scholar. This is a misnomer. There is no formal clergy, no ordaining body, and no hierarchy. The relationship between the individual and God is a direct one. No one besides God can declare what is lawful and what is sinful. No created being can bless another. Each individual is directly accountable to his or her Lord and Creator.
One visiting a mosque may see a person leading the congregational prayers. Whenever Muslims pray together, they must select one individual to stand in front and lead the others in prayer so that all might pray in unity and harmony. It is best to select a person who has the most knowledge of the Qur'an and Islam. This person is called an Imam, which literally means ‘the one who is leading.’ At midday on Fridays, there is a special congregational prayer. All Muslim men are required to attend; it is voluntary for women. This weekly prayer is preceded by a short sermon. The one who gives this sermon should be the best available in terms of his deep understanding of Islamic principles.
Islamic Law

Islamic law is derived only from the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). Like the Qur'an, the Sunnah is an inspired revelation from God. Islamic law covers all aspects of life. It deals with how to worship God and how to deal with others. God commands the believers to do certain things and bans them from doing others. God alone, **The All-Knowing, The Just**, has the right to make some things lawful and other things sinful and forbidden. An Islamic society can legislate any laws for the improvement of life (e.g., traffic laws) as long as they are not in contradiction to Islamic law. God, **The Guide** and **The Director**, encourages some things without commanding them and discourages some behaviors without prohibiting them outright. All of these injunctions, taken together, form the law of Islam. When we add the fact that there are issues that Islamic law considers simply permissible, this results in five basic rulings under which every human action can be classified

1. Obligatory
2. Encouraged
3. Permitted
4. Discouraged
5. Forbidden

Islamic law is of divine origin. The reason we obey these laws is because God commands us to do so. We are encouraged to understand the wisdom behind the law, yet we are expected to obey even when we do not fully understand the reasons why. Understanding is an added gift. For example, eating pork is forbidden because God made it so. We refrain from eating it for that reason, and not because we also happen to know scientifically that it contains unique diseases and is the least healthy meat. Even if
scientists were able to genetically breed pigs to be a disease-free and most nutritious food, it would still be forbidden to eat pork. (However, someone may eat pork to save his or her life if there are no other options left, and there would be no sin in doing so.)

The sources of Islamic law are the Qur'an and Sunnah. God considers it polytheism to allow a religious leader to change God’s command by making lawful what God has made forbidden, or by making forbidden what God has made lawful. In this world, God alone determines what is good and what is sinful. In the Hereafter, God alone has the power and wisdom to reward those who do good and punish those who do evil.

19 Charging any amount of interest on a loan, or usury, was originally forbidden in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. However, Christians in Europe from the time of the Middle Ages gradually changed this prohibition. Today, even ‘Islamic’ countries have allowed this gross violation of God’s law.
The Islamic Dress Code

Islam promotes modesty and seeks to minimize vice and immorality in society. One of the ways it does so is by requiring modest dress. Islam sets the standards of decency for both men and women.

In most Western countries there are laws defining what is decent. This usually amounts to the male having to cover his genitals and the female having to cover her genitals and her breasts. If this minimum requirement is not met, the most a person can be charged with is indecent exposure. The reason cited for the difference in required clothing between men and women in this matter is the difference in their anatomies.

Islam prescribes a more conservative minimum dress code for both men and women. In Islam, both men and women are expected to dress simply, modestly, and with dignity. A man must always be covered in loose and unrevealing clothing from his navel to his knee. This is the absolute minimum covering required. He must never, for example, go out in public wearing a short bathing suit. When leaving the home, a Muslim woman must at least cover her hair and body in loose and unrevealing clothing, obscuring the details of her body from the public; some also choose to cover their face and hands. The wisdom behind this dress code is to minimize sexual enticement and degradation in society as much as possible for both men and women. Obeying this dress code is a form of obedience to God. Islam forbids any sex appeal and physical allurement outside of marriage. In contrast, Islam encourages sex appeal and physical attraction for both men and women within the privacy between married couples.

Some Western observers have assumed that the head covering of a woman is meant to show her inferiority to men. This could not be further from the truth. In Islam, a woman who dresses this
way commands respect, and through her modesty, she rejects sexual servitude. The message that the woman gives when she wears Islamic dress in society is, “Respect me for who I am. I am not a sex object.”

Islam teaches that the consequences of immodesty fall not only on the individual but also upon the society that permits women and men to mingle freely, display themselves, and compete or allure one another through sexual attraction. These consequences are significant and cannot be ignored. To make women into sex objects for the pleasure of men is not liberation. In fact, it is a dehumanizing form of oppression rejected by Islam. The liberation of the Muslim woman is that she is recognized by the content of her character rather than by the display of her physical attributes. From the Islamic point of view, ‘liberated’ Western women — who must often worry about their looks, figure, and youth for the pleasure of others — are trapped in a form of slavery.
Women in Islam

Women and men are equal before God. Both are accountable before God. They equally receive their reward in the Hereafter for their faith and good deeds.

Marriage is strongly encouraged and is both a legal agreement and a sacred bond. Islam sees every woman, married or unmarried, as an individual in her own right. She has the same right to own property, earn wealth and spend it as a man has. Her wealth does not become the property of her husband after marriage or divorce. A woman has the right to choose whom she marries and, when married, does not change her last name, out of respect for her lineage. A woman can seek divorce if her marriage does not work out.

Economically, each man and woman is an independent legal entity. Men and women have the right to own their individual property, engage in business, and inherit from others. Both have the equal right to receive an education and to enter into gainful employment, as long as Islamic principles are not violated.

Seeking knowledge is the obligation of every Muslim, male or female. The type of knowledge that is most emphasized is religious knowledge. It is also required within a society to have professionals of both genders available for the benefit of the public. For example, society requires doctors, teachers, counselors, social workers, and many other important vocations. When there is a shortage of qualified personnel, it may become obligatory for women or men to gain expertise in these fields to fulfill the needs of the Muslim community. In this situation, the guidelines of Islam are to be upheld.

Women are encouraged to seek Islamic knowledge, pursue their academic endeavors within the framework of Islam, and strive to
fulfill their intellectual curiosity. To prevent anyone from getting an education is contrary to the teachings of Islam.

A man is responsible for maintaining and protecting his family and providing the basic needs such as food, clothing, and shelter for his wife, children, and (if needed) other female relatives in the household. Women are not primarily responsible for this, even if married. The Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) said that the most perfect in faith among believers is he who is best in manners to his wife.
Male Chauvinism and the Muslim World

Many people perceive Islam as a chauvinistic religion that belittles women. They cite the condition of women in some ‘Muslim’ countries to prove this point. Their mistake is that they fail to separate the culture of a given people from the true teachings of the religion they may profess. It is appalling that today the oppression of women still exists in many cultures around the world. Women in many Third World countries live horrible lives. They are dominated by men and denied many basic human rights. This does not apply to Muslim countries alone, nor does it apply to all Muslim countries. Islam condemns this oppression. It is a tragic injustice to blame these cultural practices on religious beliefs when the teachings of the religion do not call for such behavior. The teachings of Islam forbid the oppression of women and clearly emphasize that men and women are to be respected equally.

Unfortunately, oppressive practices against women that exist in certain parts of the world have mistakenly been associated with Islam by some people. One of these practices is the ancient pagan custom of female genital mutilation, sometimes mistakenly called female circumcision, which originated and is still practiced in the Nile River Valley and surrounding areas. It is practiced by a number of ethnic groups of a wide variety of faiths throughout parts of Africa, especially in northeastern Africa. Many women in Africa are victims of this horrible, dismembering, barbaric custom.

Female genital mutilation is an abomination and is absolutely forbidden in Islam. It is unfortunate that, even though Islam forbids

\footnote{Unfortunately, an ‘Islamic’ country does not necessarily mean that the country’s government or the people are following Islamic law (Shari’a).}
it, certain ethnic groups have perpetuated this practice even after their acceptance of Islam, leading some to assume that it is a part of Islam. Today, as these people gradually gain a better understanding of Islam, they are abandoning this cruel pagan practice. In Kenya, for example, one group of people who do not practice female genital mutilation are the Muslims.

Male circumcision, however, is clearly an Islamic practice and in fact was taught by God’s Prophets and Messengers, including the Prophet Abraham (אברהם عليه السلام). There should be no confusion between the prohibited act of female genital mutilation and the encouraged act of male circumcision.

Another horrible practice is that of ‘honor killing’, when a man kills a female relative in his family because he feels disgraced and humiliated by her behavior. This conduct, although extremely rare, is practiced by certain groups of people in the Indian subcontinent, the Middle East, and other places. This is outright murder in Islam. It is not permissible for a person to kill anyone out of some notion of ‘honor’. It is by no means exclusive to Muslims and ‘Islamic’ countries, and it violates Islamic law. Racism, sexism, and all forms of bigotry or prejudice are also prohibited in Islam.

Unfortunately, forced marriage is practiced in many traditional societies. It is another practice that is forbidden in Islam. Some fathers had forced their daughters into marriage at the time of the Prophet Muhammad (نبي ﷺ). When the women complained to the Prophet (نبي ﷺ) of this, he nullified their marriages or gave them the option of ending the marriage even if it had already been consummated, establishing the clear precedent for Islamic law concerning freedom of choice about marriage and putting an end to this oppressive practice. Sadly, this still goes on in many parts of the world today, including in a number of ‘Islamic’ countries. Although this practice is illegal in almost all countries, many women in traditional societies either do not know their rights or are too afraid to demand them.
All of these practices are against Islamic law, and it is the responsibility of all Muslims to eradicate them in their societies. Yes, Islam is tolerant of cultural diversity and does not believe in eradicating the ways of life of different people, nor does it force people to give up their cultural identity when they embrace Islam. However, when the cultural practices of a people contravene the laws of Islam or deprive people of their God-given, inalienable rights and freedom of choice, it becomes a religious obligation to abandon those practices.
Science and Technology

One of the hallmarks of Islam is its complete harmony with science. A Muslim considers conflict between scientific facts and religion to be impossible. Religion comes from God, The First and The Last, and so does the universe that He alone created. It is impossible for one to contradict the other.

A Muslim assumes that a natural explanation can be found for everything in God’s creation—from the formation of the stars and galaxies to the origin and diversity of different species. A Muslim should never rely on miracles to explain natural phenomena. A Muslim believes that miracles are instances where God contravenes His own natural laws for a specific reason, such as to assist one of His Prophets or to answer a prayer. Miraculous explanations should never be resorted to in order to explain something in the natural world or to cover up human ignorance on a scientific matter.

There has never been a scientific fact or a valid scientific theory that contradicted the teachings of Islam. Whatever science uncovers, it only increases our knowledge of God’s magnificent creation. This is why Islam actively encourages scientific endeavors and why the Qur'an commands us to study God’s signs in nature. In fact, the Qur'an has many amazing scientific references, that with the help of today’s modern technological advancements, are just recently becoming fully understood.

Islam also allows us to fully enjoy the fruits of human ingenuity. We are encouraged to strive to better the world. Islam welcomes technological advances. Technology can be employed for good or evil. Technology itself is neutral. It is our responsibility to use the knowledge that God has blessed us with for the betterment of all humanity.
In the early days of Islam, when people adhered to its beliefs and principles, there was a flowering of science, culture, trade, and technology. Scholars in the Islamic world researched and advanced the fields of mathematics, chemistry, physics, medicine, astronomy, architecture, art, literature, geography, history, and more. Muslim scientists invented the magnetic compass, the astrolabe, and the clock pendulum, to name a few. Many critical systems such as algebra, the Arabic numerals (which are the same numbers that we currently use), and the very concept of zero (vital to the advancement of mathematics) were introduced to medieval Europe through Muslim scholars. The teachings of Islam brought about this scientific awareness, which eventually ignited and propelled the European Renaissance. It was only after people began deviating from the simple original Islamic principles and beliefs that the advancements and scientific achievements of the Muslim world began to cease and fall into obscurity.
Summary

Islam is... a religion of justice, peace, mercy, and forgiveness, a faith which is often misunderstood and misrepresented. Islam means to surrender one’s will to God, The Peace. Islam is the way of life for anyone who chooses to accept that there is one God only, and none is worthy of worship but Him. This world is temporary and no more than a trial for humanity, after which we will all die and return to God, The Taker. The life of the Hereafter is forever. God, The Light, for the guidance of the children of Adam (ﷺ), sent us Prophets: Abraham (ﷺ), Moses (ﷺ), Jesus (ﷺ), Muhammad (ﷺ), all Prophets of Islam. God chose Muhammad (ﷺ) as His final Prophet and Messenger and honored him with the privilege of revealing the Qur'an through him. The Qur'an is the direct unalterable word of God, not the word of Muhammad (ﷺ), who was an unlettered man. God has preserved the Qur'an with its teachings for all of humanity.

The five fundamental acts of worship for Muslims are as follows:

1. To ‘testify that there is no deity except God, and that Muhammad is His Messenger’
2. To pray five times a day
3. To pay the yearly alms
4. To fast during Ramadan
5. To make the pilgrimage to Makkah.

God states that there is no compulsion in religion. Human rights and freedom of choice are sacred. In Islam, women play a very important role. Women are equal to and required to be honored by men.

God mentions in the Qur'an that He has perfected Islam as a religion for all of humanity, thus completing His favor upon us.
God has prepared for us the light of Islam as a guide for humanity’s return to Him.
Editor’s Note

We are told by scientists that space contains over 120 billion galaxies. We know that every one of us was created by God The Most Magnificent, from a single cell. When I think about this, I can’t help but be humbled and realize my extreme insignificance in the light of God’s amazing splendor. Satan swore to deceive humanity, to bring us misunderstanding, animosity, hatred, and war. To do my part in opposing Satan, my motives are to please my Lord by promoting peace through understanding.

Life is short and precious; it is tragic to waste it by piling up temporal material gain while ignoring the true purpose of creation: to worship God alone. Many people spend their precious lives accumulating temporal material wealth. Through Islam, God invites us to turn to that which is everlasting, eternal. On the Day of Judgment, we will be accountable for what we knew and how we had applied it. We will be asked about our worship. Now is the time for us to prepare for the answer.

This book is based on the lectures I have been giving on Islam for the past two decades. It would not have been possible without God’s mercy and the help and assistance of my brothers and sisters. I thank you, my readers, for your time and interest in understanding Islam, the faith of one-fifth of the world’s population. We also welcome your questions as well as your comments and feedback for consideration in this ongoing work. I invite you to share any or all of this material. I ask only that you do not quote this information out of context.

Please forgive me if in this work I have offended anyone. Because of my passion for Islam, I express my faith strongly. I greatly value individual choice and respect differences. Understanding and justice are the way to peace, and because Islam is often perceived in the West as a religion of narrow-minded zealots out to convert the world by force, I feel it is vital that I convey my faith in clear and unambiguous language to counter misconceptions.
May God bless us all with guidance. Any good that comes from this work is by God’s benevolence, and if I have said anything unhelpful, it is my shortcoming. God, The Exalted and The Loving, is perfect.

“Oh, The All Hearing, protect us from all evil and guide us to the truth.”

Peace be upon those who follow the Righteous Guidance,

Pete Seda